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Coronary Artery Disease
and Aircrew

The post mortem examination revealed 

evidence of a myocardial infarction 

(heart attack). The pathological 

evidence suggests that the sequence of 

events was initiated by this myocardial 

infarction which probably occurred in 

the early morning of the day of the 

accident. Although this was not fatal at 

the time it is believed that the 

infarction extended while the pilot was 

initiating his 

second take off and that he became 

incapacitated. This led to the aircraft 

deviating to the left of the runway and 

subsequently crashing. The pilot had 

utilised the full shoulder harness fitted 

to the aircraft and suffered only minor 

injuries as a result of the impact.



NATO HFM-251 
proposed guidelines



Detecting Plaque before 
the accident

• Screening for CAD

– First line screening

– Enhanced screening

– Second line investigations



Military Guidelines
• US – early use of CACS and then MPS or ICA

• UK – ECG then ETT, then usually CTCA

• Germany – ETT as a baseline, early use of CTCA

• NDL – ETT as a baseline, considering CTCA routinely

• Civil approaches also variable and counter-intuitive

• Evidence in aircrew is lacking – what is the correct approach?





Risk Calculators
• Usually used in conjunction with 12-lead ECG

• Many available – Framingham, PROCAM, AGLA, Qrisk, Reynolds

• Limitations include age cut-offs, geographical population specific

• 10 year event rate – based on hard events (MI/CVA/death)

• FHx and possibly hsCRP add value

• Reynolds is probably the most appropriate risk calculator for aircrew





Enhanced Screening
• Cardiac CT

– CACS – indicates atheroma but poor discriminator at individual level

– CTCA gives both true anatomic detail – requires contrast

• ExECG – poor for sig CAD assessment but good for aerobic assessment

• Vascular Imaging – ultrasound carotids/femoral arteries



Test with 60% Sensitivity, 90% Specificity
Population 20,000 subjects, 5% prevalence CAD

PPV = TP/(TP+FP) = 24%
NPV =(TN/(TN+FN) = 98%

Significant CAD No Significant CAD

Abnormal Test 600 (TP) 1,900 (FP)

Normal Test 400 (FN) 17,100 (TN)

Ex ECG



Low to intermediate likelihood of 
CAD– role of ExECG?

image courtesy of Siemens



Enhanced Screening

• ExECG – poor for sig CAD assessment – should not be used to assess 
for significant CAD as a sole test



Coronary Artery 
Calcification

• Image

1. Hatano S et al WHO Report 1972: 7-45



• 10,377 asymptomatic 
subjects, mean follow-up 5 
years
• Calcium score independent 
predictor and incremental to 
risk factors
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Shaw LJ. Radiology 2003; 228: 826

Epidemiology



CACS
• US

– Score <10 – unrestricted

• UK
– <10 not reassuring

– >100 may be OK

Rozanski, et al JACC 2007



Enhanced Screening

• CACS – indicates atheroma and has strong population level data but 
risks being a poor discriminator at individual level – data in aircrew?







Case 1





Enhanced Screening

• CACS – indicates atheroma but poor discriminator at individual level –
If performed in isolation may not predict risk on individual basis



CTCA



UK NICE CG95 Guidelines 2016

No Ex ECG
No CACS
No PTP assessment



Strengths of CTCA

• Ubiquity – cardiac 
enabled CT

• Speed vs. ICA/MPS/CMR

• Non-invasive

• Plaque analysis

• Rapidly evolving field

• Potential for functional 
data

• Low dose



Weaknesses of CTCA

• Volume and Quality

• Heart rate and HRV 
limitations

• Calcium

• Radiation

• Access and cost in 
some nations



image courtesy of Siemens
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Abstract Wevalidateamethod of calcium scoring on CT

coronary angiography (CTCA) and propose an algorithm

for the assessment of patients with stable chest pain. 503

consecutive patients undergoing coronary artery calcium

score (CACS) and CTCA were included. A 0.1 cm2 region

of interest was used to determine the mean contrast density

on CTCA images either in the left main stem (LM) or right

coronary artery. Axial 3 mm CTCA images werescored for

calcium using conventional software with a modified

threshold: mean LM contrast density (HU) ? 2SD. A

conversion factor (CF) for predicting CACS from raw

CTCA scores (rCTCAS) was determined using a multi-

variable regression model adjusted for model over-opti-

mism (1,000 bootstrap samples). Accuracy of this method

was determined using weighted kappa for NICE recom-

mended CACS groupings (0, 1–400, [ 400) and Bland–

Altman analysis for absolute score. With the CF applied:

CACS = (1.183 9 rCTCAS) ? (0.002 9 rCT-

CAS 9 threshold), there was excellent agreement between

methods for absolute score (mean difference 5.44 [95 %

limits of agreement - 207.0 to 217.8]). The method dis-

criminated between high ([ 400) and low risk (\ 400) cal-

cium scores with a sensitivity and specificity of 85 and

99 %, and a PPV and NPV of 92 and 98 %, respectively,

and led to a significant reduction in radiation exposure (6.9

[5.1–10.2] vs. 5.2 [6.3–8.7] mSv; p\ 0.0001). Our pro-

posed method allows a comprehensive assessment of cor-

onary artery pathology through theuseof an individual ised,

semi-automated approach. If incorporated into stable chest

pain guidelines the need for further functional testing or

invasive angiography could be determined from CTCA

alone, supporting a change to the current guidelines.

Keywor ds Coronary artery calcium score CT coronary

angiography Cardiovascular risk Cardiac imaging

Cardiac CT

Abbreviations

CACS Coronary artery calcium score

CT Computed tomography

CTCA CT coronary angiography

CAD Coronary artery disease

DSCT Dual source multi-detector CT

PPM Permanent pacemaker

ROI Region of interest

RCA Right coronary artery

LCX Left circumflex artery

LMA Left main coronary artery

LAD Left anterior descending artery
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Discussion

Calcium scoring is routinely performed in clinical practice

for prognostic purposes and is often combined with CTCA,

but it is unable to assess plaque morphology or coronary

artery stenoses. UK NICE guidance recommends the use of

a CACS to initially risk stratify patients with stable chest

pain with a low (10–29 %) pre-test probability of under-

lying CAD. If the CACS is between 1 and 400, then it is

recommended that the patient should proceed to CTCA.

The present study demonstrates that coronary calcium can

be accurately derived from a CTCA scan, obviating the

need for a dedicated acquisition and potentially reducing

the necessary radiation exposure. This allows both the

prognostic information of calcium scoring and the detailed

anatomical information provided by CTCA to be ascer-

tained using one scan. We propose a novel algorithm for

assessing stable chest pain patient, given that a more

complete anatomical and prognostic assessment can now

be made on a single CTCA, often acquired at a comparable

dose to a CACS.

Model performance

CTCA-derived calcium scores systematically underesti-

mated traditional calcium scores hence linear regression

was used to derive a CF to apply to all CTCA-derived

scores. Previously a split-sample approach was used with a

derivation and validation cohort [4, 7, 8] though this

method is disadvantageous in that model coefficients can

be unstable and data is ‘‘ lost’’ as only a subset of the data

can be used for model derivation. The shrinkage factor

obtained in the present study used to correct the conversion

factor for model over-optimism was close to 1 indicating

close agreement between observed and predicted values.

Method accuracy

The present method allowed accurate derivation of coro-

nary calcium from CTCA across a wide range of values

with agreement particularly close with scores \ 500. A

limitation of all the published techniques deriving CACS

from CTCA, including ours, is that patients with low

Fig. 1 Calcium quantification on CTCA. Axial views of non-contrast

cardiac CT images at the level of the left main artery with semi-

automated detection of calcified lesions highlighted in red at a

threshold of 130 HU (a); and contrast-enhanced CTCA images with

theROI in the left main for calculation of thepatient-specific threshold

(b), open in the traditional CACS software at a threshold of 130 HU

with contrast falsely identified as calcium (yellow) (c), and correct

lesion identification at a threshold of 366 HU (d). Traditional CACS

was 220 and CTCA calcium score with a CF applied was 207
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CACS from CTCA



Enhanced Screening

• CTCA gives both true anatomic detail – requires contrast - consider as 
alternative/addition to CACS 





• Anatomic – CTCA or invasive angiography

Before

• Functional imaging
– Perfusion

– Wall motion 

• Ground whilst investigating

• A normal functional scan (without anatomic 
investigation) will not tell you if there is 
aeromedically significant coronary artery 
disease

Second line investigation



NICE CG95 Guidelines



Summary

• Appropriate risk calculators should be used

• ExECG should not be used to assess for significant CAD as a sole test

• CACS alone may miss important CAD

• CTCA gives true anatomic detail non-invasively 

• Anatomic imaging should be performed prior to functional imaging



QUESTIONS?



UK National 
Radiation Survey

• Maintaining standards and dose
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1 National Institute for Health and Care Excellence.  New generation cardiac CT 

scanners (Aquilion ONE, Brilliance iCT, Discovery CT750 HD and Somatom

Definition Flash) for cardiac imaging in people with suspected or known coronary 

artery disease in whom imaging is difficult with earlier generation CT scanners 2012


